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OptiCut includes 6 predefined optimization modes, namely: Fast: optimized panels and cutting maps.
Fast is good for CNC milling and photo cutting. But Fast does not enable panels turnover. Standard 1
and 2: optimized panels, Standard 1 optimized panels, and Standard 2 optimized panels and cutting
maps. In addition, OptiCut supports panels turnover. Advanced 1 and 2: optimized cutting lists and
cutting maps. Both Advanced options are good for CNC milling and photo cutting. Expert: very fast,
optimized panels and cutting maps. Can be used for CNC milling and photo cutting. OptiCut can be

operated using any Windows machine, and can manage data from spreadsheets, databases, or from
Web sites (with their respective Web servers), OptiCut is compatible with most CMS (Content

Management Systems), and uses XML files as text data interchange format. OptiCut includes all the
standard steps of the Quality Control process, including : OptiCut can manage data from

spreadsheets or databases, or from Web sites. Data can be entered either with a simplified regular
grid, or with an XYZ WCS (World Coordinate Systems) table. Data can be entered in CSV or XML
format. OptiCut is compatible with all standard CMS, such as Drupal, Joomla, etc., and includes 2

built in components, and the possibility to interact with any website via CMS. OptiCut makes use of
the XML format, through PHP classes (or alternatives). OptiCut has a simple but powerful, and

universal UI, and runs on any Windows machine. OptiCut includes a comprehensive help menu, and
built in training functions. OptiCut has a web site interface, for quick installation, and for preparing

reports (as PDF, HTML, CSV, and other formats).
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as modifications proceed, polyboard pro-pp 6.05a multilingua redraws the cupboard in 2d and 3d,
and recalculates its slicing listing and toolings, in relation to: the cupboard dimensions, together with
slopes and unboxings. the divisions construction (uprights and cabinets), the doorways and drawers.

the manufacturing methodology : facet grasp, prime grasp, or mitre joint, utilized, rabetted, or
slotted again, recesses, overlaps,, common drilling teams (sort 32), and so forth. the fabric, the
sides, and the frames fashion of every cupboard part.polyboard pro-pp 6.05a helps parametric

becoming hyperlinks, and edits a world abstract in addition to a tooling map (drillings and groovings)
for every of the cupboard elements.polyboards post_processing export operate is appropriate with

most cnc tooling machines. polyboard pro pp 6.05a multilingua is a tool that helps parametric
becoming hyperlinks, and edits a world abstract in addition to a tooling map (drillings and groovings)

for every of the cupboard elements. polyboard pro pp 6. polyboard is available in a multilingual
version (turkish, chinese, etc ), and is used in over 30 countries. here are some key features of
opticut: opticut is based on a powerful and parametric algorithm, with 6predefined optimization

modes (fast, standard 1 & 2, advanced 1& 2, and cnc optimized). only advanced 1 and advanced 2
modesenable panels turnaround. opticut optimizes mixed materials cutting lists. for eachmaterial,

opticut takes into account all available panelsformats. opticut identifies plated edges and their
thicknesses, anddisplays either net (cutting) or finished (plated) dimensions. theedge fields may also

be used to optimize pre cuts. opticuts stock may be up-dated after each optimization. fallsabove
minimal dimensions are considered as reusable, and will beadded to the stock with a depreciation
factor. after each optimization, and as a complement to the cutting maps,opticut prints a global

summary including :technical data, such as quantities, linears, and rates,optimization financial costs.
opticut optimizes also profiles cutting lists, using the sameparameters as for panels. opticut prints

profiles cutting maps, as well as gobal summaries,and labels. the opticut turnaround function
enables main cutting directionchanges (horizontal or vertical) within the same cutting map.theses

changes, which increase panel handling, also improve fallsquality, and sometimes allow panels
savings. the opticut integrated post_processor function translates cuttingmaps into the main cnc
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